After receiving your login details complete the following steps:

**Step 1:**

There are two ways to access the resources:

1. Go to the API website: [www.api.edu.au](http://www.api.edu.au) and follow the link to Collaborative Power Engineering Centres of Excellence/Access to Resources and Terms of Use. Go to the QUT BlackBoard site.
2. Go directly to the QUT Home page ([www.qut.edu.au](http://www.qut.edu.au)) and follow the link to QUT Blackboard ([http://blackboard.qut.edu.au/](http://blackboard.qut.edu.au/)) from the Quick Links. This will take you to the QUT Login page.
Step 2:

Going to QUT BlackBoard will open up the QUT Login page. Complete the following sub-steps:

1) Select **Non-QUT tab**, then Australian Access Federation (AAF) - Continue.

2) Choose the AAF Virtual IdP from the drop down list.

3) Go through the AAF IdP stuff accepting everything – each Uni will have their own accept rules/policies.

4) After you complete the AAF Virtual Home Login - You will get back to QUT Login eventually.
Step 3:
Accept the Terms of Use and Confirm. You may need to scroll down.

Step 4:
Accept the release of attributes to QUT. Agree and Confirm. You should then be able to access content within BlackBoard – Go to tab called API BlackBoard Home.